Fairy Lights - Warm White (2.5m)

DESCRIPTION

Affectionately dubbed “Fairy Lights” for their similar appearance, these LED string lights are a great way to light up any project with no soldering required. The insulated strings come in 2.5m lengths with one warm white LED every 10cm for a total of 25 LEDs. Unlike previous iterations, these LED strings come with a pre-attached battery pack with a power switch and two CR2032 batteries already installed. You can still cut the string connecting the power to each LED to form custom lengths and let your creativity run wild.

FEATURES

Tags

COMPONENT CR2032 FAIRY LIGHT LED WHITE
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Currently viewing all customer reviews.

5 out of 5 Perfect for my wife’s Christmas signs
about 2 months ago by Member #267551

The “warm” color looks great and the low power draw is perfect.